Software Solutions
August 10, 2016

Attendance: Beth Myrer, Chris Jones, David Tobler, Dennis Stafford, Grant Soward, Nathan Gerber, Robert Johnson
Conducting: David Tobler
Minutes: Beth Myrer

I-Frame content
- There is an issue with the I-frame Banner content
- Looking for a way around the problem – Jake to contact Ellucian
- There are a number of other applications that cannot be I-framed (ie. Canvas, Student googlemail)
- There are some navigation screens in the new dashboards (which pull together related services) – can go to different tabs in the Banner application
- If can’t I-frame the page, want to sync the look to my.uvu
- Discussion of blending other systems but also letting people know they are in a different system
- Add Banner services to the heading and stay with green and put into PROD
- Will not differentiate between Banner 8 / 9
- Will have Banner Services vs Banner Administration (which replace INB)
- ZK admin pages is a temporary interface – will evolve into Application Navigator
- Is not a client based but is a virtual lab
- Another conversation will be registration dashboard or my.uvu – put in next agenda

Assignments
Jake to contact Ellucian regarding I-framing
Add Banner services to the heading – and stay with green and put into PROD
Put the conversation regarding dashboards in my.uvu on the agenda for next meeting